Chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease shares genetic background with esophageal adenocarcinoma and Barrett’s esophagus
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Abstract

Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EA) is a rapidly fatal cancer with rising incidence in the developed world. Most EAs arise in a metaplastic epithelium, Barrett’s esophagus (BE), which is associated with greatly increased risk of EA. One of the key risk factors for both BE and EA is chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). This study used the linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression and genomic profile risk scoring approaches to investigate the contribution of multiple common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to the risk of GERD, and the extent of genetic overlap between GERD and BE or EA. Using LD score regression, we estimated an overall phenotypic variance of 7% (95% CI 3–11%) for GERD explained by all the genotyped SNPs. A genetic correlation of 77% (s.e. = 24%, P = 0.0012) between GERD and BE and 88% between GERD and EA (s.e. = 25%, P = 0.0004) was estimated using the LD score regression approach. Results from the genomic profile risk scoring approach, as a robustness check, were broadly similar to those from the LD score regression. This study provides the first evidence for a polygenic basis for GERD and supports for a polygenic overlap between GERD and BE, and GERD and EA.

Introduction

Esophageal adenocarcinoma (EA) (OMIM: 614266) is a rapidly fatal cancer with rising incidence in the developed world. EA has a high mortality rate, with fewer than 20% of patients surviving 5 years (1). Barrett’s esophagus (BE) (OMIM: 614266) is a precancerous metaplastic change of the normal stratified squamous epithelium of the esophagus to columnar epithelium containing goblet cells (2). Every year 0.3% of patients with BE develop EA (3). BE has prevalence of 1.6% while EA has a lifetime risk of 0.25% (http://seer.cancer.gov/archive/csr/1975_2009_pops09/, 1 March 2015, date last accessed) (4,5). Frequent and chronic gastroesophageal reflux (hereafter referred to as gastroesophageal reflux...
disease or ‘GERD’) (OMIM: 109350) is the strongest known risk factor for both BE and EA (6,7). GERD has a prevalence of 18% in Western countries (8).

Genetic predisposition to GERD, BE and EA is incompletely understood. Previous twin studies estimated a heritability of 30–40% for GERD (9). Some other studies had suggested involvement of genetic factors in development of GERD, BE and EA (10–13). GWAS studies have identified four loci associated with development of BE and four additional loci associated with development of both BE and EA (14–16). GWAS studies have not identified genome-wide significant hits for GERD to date.

Some investigators have inferred a shared genetic basis between GERD, BE and EA because the risk for these diseases is increased when a relative is affected with any of these three diseases (17–20). Our recent study using genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) found a significant genetic overlap between BE and EA, but not between GERD and BE or EA (21). Furthermore, while that study reported a significant contribution of common variants to BE and EA (array heritability 35 and 25%, respectively), the contribution of common genetic variants to risk of GERD was not significantly different from zero (21). However, that study was limited by small numbers of patients with GERD, which may have resulted in false-negative findings with regards to the genetic contribution to GERD and to the overlap between GERD and BE/EA. Thus, whether common genetic variants make any contribution to GERD predisposition and the extent of any genetic overlap between GERD and BE/EA remains open to question.

Accordingly, we aimed to investigate the contribution of common genetic variants to risk of GERD. Further aims were to estimate polygenic overlap and genetic correlation between GERD and BE or EA. Moreover, we aimed to examine for overlaps between the top loci associated with BE/EA and GERD and to investigate novel shared genetic loci between these diseases using meta-analysis of the GWAS results in the cohorts available for this study. In addition to the meta-analysis of the three diseases together, we also aimed to investigate whether meta-analysis of the GWAS results from the large GERD cohorts available for this study can help us identify novel genetic loci associated with GERD alone. Finally, we investigated whether there are any pathways enriched for GERD that are also enriched for BE or EA.

**Results**

**Common SNPs contribute to the genetic basis of GERD**

We used the linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression approach (22,23) to estimate the overall polygenic variance for GERD explained by cumulative effects of all the SNPs used in this study (SNP heritability) using 8 743 GERD cases and 43 932 controls from 23andMe. We estimated an SNP heritability of 7% (95% CI 3–11%) for GERD (on liability scale assuming prevalence of 18% for GERD).

For profile risk scoring, we used the 23andMe GERD data as the discovery set and 880 GERD cases and 1210 GERD free controls from Barrett’s and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Consortium (BEACON) who were not affected by BE or EA as the target set. Profile scores calculated using the top 1% of SNPs from the GWAS of GERD in the 23andMe discovery cohort significantly ($P = 2.2 \times 10^{-9}$) predicted risk of GERD in BEACON, the target cohort. Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ as measure of goodness of fit was $-0.9$% (Fig. 1A), corresponding to 0.9% of phenotypic variance on the liability scale explained by the risk scores (assuming prevalence of 18% for GERD). Risk scoring analysis produced consistent results before and after LD pruning (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

This is the first evidence to date for a polygenic role in the development of GERD. Increasing the proportions of SNPs from the top 1% to all the SNPs in the analysis reduced the Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ in the BEACON cohort (Fig. 1A). This suggests that while there may be true positive SNPs ranked further down the list, the true positives are mixed in with a large number of null effect SNPs, such that the overall prediction decreases in accuracy.

**Genetic overlap between GERD and BE or EA**

The LD score regression approach gave heritability estimates (on liability scale) of 25% (s.e. = 5%) for BE and 16% (s.e. = 5%) for EA using 2410 BE cases, 1510 EA cases and 3203 controls from BEACON. Genetic correlation estimates were 77% (s.e. = 24%, $P = 0.0012$) between GERD (23andMe GERD data) and BE (BEACON data), and 88% (s.e. = 25%, $P = 0.0004$) between GERD (23andMe GERD data) and EA (BEACON data). The intercept of the cross-trait LD score regression was 0.0012 (s.e. = 0.0054) for GERD and BE bivariate analysis and $-0.0092$ (s.e. = 0.0055) for GERD and EA bivariate analysis, indicating that there was no sample overlap between 23andMe and BEACON cohorts.

For profile risk scoring, we used the 23andMe GERD data as the discovery set and BE or EA data from BEACON as the target set. Profile scores including all the SNPs (729 524) from 23andMe significantly ($P = 3.6 \times 10^{-7}$) predicted risk of BE in the BEACON cohort with Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ of 0.6% (Fig. 1B). The BE phenotypic variance on the liability scale explained by the risk scores was 0.3% based on the measure of the Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ and assuming a prevalence of 1.6% for BE. The significance level and the measure of goodness of fit improved by increasing the proportion of SNPs in the analysis (Fig. 1B), consistent with there being a polygenic basis for BE. Risk scoring analysis produced consistent results before and after LD pruning (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

Similarly, we found the top 75% of GERD-derived SNPs significantly ($P = 0.009$) predicted risk of EA in BEACON cohort with Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ of 0.2%. The EA phenotypic variance on the liability scale explained by the risk scores was 0.07% based on the measure of the Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ and assuming the lifetime risk of 0.25% for EA. An increasing trend was observed in Nagelkerke’s pseudo $R^2$ by increasing the proportion of top SNPs in the analysis (Fig. 1C). Risk scoring analysis after LD pruning produced results consistent with those of risk scoring analysis before LD pruning (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Material, Fig. S1); however, the results were not statistically significant after LD pruning (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

To ensure that the above results for BE and EA were not influenced by the individuals affected by GERD, we also performed the risk scoring analyses for BE and EA once after removing people affected by GERD and once after removing people unaffected by GERD from the analysis. 1173 BE cases and 2323 controls for the analysis without GERD (including 1473 with unknown GERD status), and 1237 BE cases and 880 controls for the analysis with GERD were used. Similarly, 910 EA cases and 2323 controls for the analysis without GERD (including 1384 with unknown GERD status), and 600 EA cases and 880 controls for the analysis with GERD were used. The results of these analyses (data not shown) were consistent with those obtained for BE and EA regardless of the GERD status. However, as expected, the results were less statistically significant owing to smaller sample sizes left for these analyses.

Hence, the results of this study show for the first time that there is a shared genetic basis (polygenic overlap) between GERD and BE and between GERD and EA.
Does the genetic overlap extend to the known loci?

We also investigated whether the genetic overlap between GERD and BE/EA extends to the previously identified genome-wide significant SNPs for BE/EA (14–16). For this purpose, we investigated association of the index SNPs in the eight previously reported BE/EA loci with GERD in 23andMe cohort (Table 1). The index SNPs on chromosomes 19 and 3 (rs10419226 and rs2687201, respectively) were nominally associated with GERD ($P < 0.05$) (Table 1). Although the other six odds ratios (ORs) were weak, seven of the eight known BE/EA loci show the same direction of effect on GERD ($P = 0.04$ for exact binomial test for seven out of eight having the same direction of effect). However, the risk estimates were generally small for GERD (OR close to 1) and the 95% confidence intervals for ORs do not overlap with the estimates of the effects on EA/BE (Table 1).

Shared novel loci for BE/EA and GERD?

To investigate whether the genetic overlap between GERD and BE/EA could help us identify shared genetic loci associated with
these diseases, we performed a fixed-effects meta-analysis of GWAS results of BE/EA/GERD combined. Here, cases were defined as being either BE/EA in BEACON (3920 BE/EA cases) or GERD in 23andMe (8743 GERD cases). Controls were not BE/EA in BEACON (3203 controls) or no GERD in 23andMe (43,932 controls). Associations results for the top SNPs in BEACON cohort are shown in Supplementary Material, Table S1. None of the SNPs reached the genome-wide significance level (\(P < 5 \times 10^{-8}\)) in this meta-analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S2).

We also performed a multivariate GWAS using GWAS summary statistics from GERD in 23andMe and BE/EA in BEACON. Only rs10419226 on chromosome 19 was genome-wide significant (\(P = 1.3 \times 10^{-6}\)) in the multivariate GWAS. In the single trait GWAS, this SNP was also associated with BE (\(P = 2.6 \times 10^{-4}\)) and EA (\(P = 1.83 \times 10^{-5}\)) in the BEACON cohort, and nominally (\(P = 0.038\)) associated with GERD in 23andMe cohort.

We also performed a fixed-effects meta-analysis between the GWAS results for GERD in BEACON (2718 GERD cases and 2662 controls) and 23andMe (8743 GERD cases and 43,932 controls) to identify any loci associated with GERD at a genome-wide significance level (\(P < 5 \times 10^{-8}\)). None of the SNPs reached the genome-wide significance level (\(P < 5 \times 10^{-8}\)) in this meta-analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S3). The Q–Q and Manhattan plots for this meta-analysis are in Supplementary Material, Figures S2 and S3.

### Shared pathways between GERD and BE, and GERD and EA

To investigate whether there is any pathway enriched in GERD that is also enriched in BE or EA, we performed pathway analysis using DEPICT approach (24). We performed separate analysis for each phenotype and then combined the pathway association test statistics for GERD and BE, and GERD and EA using Fisher’s combined test. Supplementary Material, Tables S4 shows the top five pathways for each phenotype separately, and Supplementary Material, Table S5 shows the top five pathways for the combined analyses. None of the pathways were significant (\(P < 10^{-6}\) Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold) in the pathway analysis for each phenotype separately as well as combined analyses. However, the ‘transforming growth factor beta (TGF-\(\beta\))-activated receptor activity’ pathway (GO:0005024) came close to being significant (\(P = 9.5 \times 10^{-5}\)) in the combined GERD and BE analysis, followed by the ‘TGF-\(\beta\) receptor binding’ pathway (GO:0005160) (\(P = 3.5 \times 10^{-5}\)). However, these pathways were not significant for EA (\(P = 0.60\) and \(P = 0.07\) for GO:0005024 and GO:0005160, respectively).

### Discussion

This study has two significant findings on genetic etiology of GERD. Firstly, for the first time, we showed that GERD has a polygenic background. The top 1% of SNPs associated with GERD in a discovery cohort significantly predicted the risk of GERD in an independent target cohort. Previous studies have not been able to detect any genome-wide significant (\(P < 5 \times 10^{-8}\)) hits for GERD. However, despite us demonstrating a significant polygenic basis to GERD, our analysis of the BEACON and 23andMe data (either taken individually or combined) failed to clearly identify (at genome-wide significant levels) any specific SNPs conferring GERD susceptibility. However, we estimated an overall phenotypic variance of 7% in GERD explained by the SNPs used in this study using the LD score regression approach. This explains a proportion of the heritability estimated from twin studies of GERD (9). As with other complex traits for which a polygenic basis has been established, ever larger sample sizes will enable identification of increasingly larger numbers of genome-wide significant SNPs (25,26).

The second significant finding of this study is that GERD appears to have a significant genetic overlap with BE and EA. Using the LD score regression approach, we estimated a considerable genetic correlation between GERD and BE/EA, consistent with a significant polygenic overlap between GERD and BE/EA using the polygenic risk scoring approach. The overlap seems to involve large numbers of loci with small effects rather than small numbers of loci with large effects.

We used the profile risk scoring approach in this study as a robustness check to ensure that the findings are consistent with those obtained from the LD score regression approach. This is because the profile risk scoring approach uses the raw data for the target sets when compared with the LD score regression approach that uses only summary statistics. In addition, profile risk scoring is useful to infer what proportions of SNPs better explain the genetic overlap between the discovery set and the target set. The results obtained from both approaches were consistent with a polygenic background for GERD and a significant genetic overlap between GERD and BE and GERD and EA.

We previously showed that combined GWAS analysis for BE and EA (which have a high genetic correlation (\(r_g = 1\))) increased the statistical power to detect novel loci for those diseases (14). As we identified a considerable polygenic overlap and genetic correlation between GERD and BE or EA in this study, combined GWAS analysis or meta-analysis for these diseases may increase the statistical power to detect loci with pleiotropic effects. Despite this, combined GWAS analysis may not always result in

### Table 1. Association of the index SNPs in the previously identified BE/EA loci with the GERD in 23andMe cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>SNP</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>A1(^a)</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>BE/EA in previous studies</th>
<th>Pubmed ID</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>OR 95% CI</th>
<th>GERD in 23andMe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>rs10419226</td>
<td>18 803 172</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>24 121 790</td>
<td>3.6 × 10^{-10}</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.12–1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>rs11789015</td>
<td>96 716 028</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>24 121 790</td>
<td>1.0 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79–0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>rs2687201</td>
<td>70 928 930</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>24 121 790</td>
<td>5.5 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.12–1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>rs9936833</td>
<td>86 403 118</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>22 961 001</td>
<td>2.7 × 10^{-10}</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.10–1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>rs9257809</td>
<td>29 356 331</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>22 961 001</td>
<td>4.1 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.13–1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>rs3072</td>
<td>20 878 406</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>25 447 851</td>
<td>1.8 × 10^{-11}</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.09–1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>rs2701108</td>
<td>11 467 426</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>25 447 851</td>
<td>7.5 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.86–0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>rs3784262</td>
<td>58 253 106</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>BE/EA combined</td>
<td>25 447 851</td>
<td>3.7 × 10^{-9}</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87–0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Position of SNPs in build 37.

\(^b\)Effect allele.
increased statistical power, especially when the genetic correlation between the traits is not high, and for loci without pleiotropic effects. We did not detect any shared loci at genome-wide significance level in a meta-analysis between the GWAS results for BE/EA combined, and GERD. This might be explained, at least in part, by the polygenic basis of these three diseases where large numbers of loci contribute to their development, each with a small effect size. More powerful meta-analyses with larger sample sizes will be required to unambiguously identify specific loci at genome-wide significance level for these diseases.

Although the polygenic nature of these traits has made it difficult to identify specific loci, rs10419226 on chromosome 19 was genome-wide significant in the multivariate GWAS for correlated traits using GWAS summary statistics (27). This locus was previously identified as a risk locus for BE and EA (14). Although not associated with GERD at genome-wide significant level in the single trait GWAS, multivariate GWAS in this study suggests that this locus may also be a risk factor for GERD.

While we used estimates of the prevalence of BE and GERD in general population to estimate SNP heritability of these diseases on liability scale, the lifetime risk was used for EA. This is because prevalence is a suitable measure of case burden in the general population for conditions that are not fatal. As EA is a fatal cancer with a low survival rate, the prevalence of the disease in general population is low; hence, we used estimates of lifetime risk for EA in this study.

The results of this study suggest that our previous study, in which we did not detect a significant genetic overlap between GERD and BE or EA (21), was adversely affected by the small sample size available for GERD in that study. Shared genetic background between GERD, BE and EA has also clinical implications. For example, it shows that people suffering from GERD may have a genetic architecture that puts them in a higher risk of developing BE or EA. A recent study showed that using multiple correlated traits could significantly increase risk prediction accuracy (28). Dissecting the genetic overlap between these diseases can also be helpful in increasing our knowledge of the etiology of these diseases and in future treatments targeting shared molecular pathways involved in pathogenesis of these diseases.

Epidemiological studies show that frequent gastroesophageal reflux is associated with BE and EA (29,30). Mendelian randomization approaches may be useful to help determine whether the association is causal. Our data showing genetic overlap between GERD, BE and EA are consistent with causality; however, our sample size here is not large enough to enable robust conclusions to be drawn using Mendelian randomization.

The combined pathways analysis in this study suggested that ‘TGF-β-activated receptor activity’ might be a common pathway involved in the development of GERD and BE. This pathway involves combining with and transmitting signal from TGF-β for subsequent catalytic activities within cells (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/GTerm?id=GO:0005024, 1 May 2015, date last accessed). Several studies have shown that changes in the expression of TGF-β and its signaling mediators are involved in the BE carcinogenesis and EA progression (31–33). On the other hand, it has been suggested that esophageal exposure to gastric acid in GERD promotes tissue remodeling through TGF-β1 stimulation of the differentiation of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts (34). Increased expression of TGF-α and epidermal growth factor receptors have also been reported in rat chronic reflux esophagitis (35). These findings suggest that changes in the expression of TGF-β and its signaling mediators could play an important role in the development of GERD and BE, and progression to EA.

In summary, we showed that GERD has a polygenic basis with a significant genetic overlap with BE and EA. These results suggest that combining data from GERD, BE and EA will help in future identification of shared genetic loci between these diseases. Our work has increased our knowledge of the etiology of these diseases and in the future this may inform development of treatments targeting the shared molecular pathways.

Materials and Methods

23andMe cohort

The 23andMe discovery cohort included summary statistics from a GWAS of 8743 GERD cases versus 43 932 controls of European ancestry. GERD cases were defined as people who had been diagnosed with GERD by medical doctors, and controls were people who had never been diagnosed with heartburn, acid reflux or GERD (Supplementary Material). Details of genotyping methods, quality control, imputation and association analysis are in Supplementary Material.

Barrett’s and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Consortium (BEACON) cohort

Following data cleaning 2410 BE cases, 1510 EA cases and 3203 controls were available from BEACON cohort for this study. Approximately 1020 individuals from the controls were ‘MD Anderson controls’, the cancer-free individuals of European ancestry who were screened for melanoma at the MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, Texas. For GERD, 2718 cases and 2662 controls from BEACON were used in this study. Histological confirmation of EA was carried out for all the participating studies in the BEACON cohort. BE was defined as identification of goblet cells in intestinal metaplastic columnar epithelium in biopsy taken from tubular esophagus. GERD data were collected via standardized questionnaires, usually through personal interviews. The BEACON cohort and the participating studies have been previously used for studies on BE, EA and GERD (6,14,21,36,37). Details of genotyping methods and the quality control are in Supplementary Material.

LD score regression

We used the LD score regression approach (22,23) to estimate SNP heritability for GERD, BE and EA as well as to estimate genetic correlation between GERD and BE or EA. The intercept of the cross-trait LD score regression was used as an estimate to ensure that there was no significant sample overlap between the individuals participated in 23andMe study and those participated in the BEACON [an intercept close to zero indicates no sample overlap (22)].

Risk scores

We used the genomic profile risk scoring method as a robustness check to ensure that the findings are consistent between this method and those form the LD score regression approach. We investigated genetic overlap between GERD and BE or EA by using a large number of autosomal SNPs demonstrated to be associated with GERD in 23andMe cohort to predict the risk of GERD, BE and EA in the BEACON cohort. This method (referred to as ‘profile risk scoring’) has been used previously in studies exploring the genetic architecture of the other complex traits such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (38) and endometriosis (39). Pre-specified subsets of the top SNPs associated with GERD (top 10% P-values, top 20% P-values . . . ) from the 23andMe discovery
GWAS summary statistics for GERD, BE and EA, as described were then used to perform meta-analysis between GERD in date last accessed). Summary results from these GWAS analyses components

are publically available at http://www.qimrberghofer.edu.au/ (40) by removing SNPs in high LD (r² > 0.2) with SNPs having the best P-values across 500 kb regions. After LD pruning, 155 168 independent SNPs were taken forward for analysis.

Statistical analysis

To estimate the association of the profile scores with the GERD, BE and EA status in BEACON target cohort, we performed a logistic regression with sex, age and the first four principal components fitted as covariates (the GWAS summary statistics are publically available at http://www.qimrberghofer.edu.au/ chronic-gastroesophageal-reflux-disease/, 8 December 2015, date last accessed). Summary results from these GWAS analyses were then used to perform meta-analysis between GERD in 23andMe and GERD or BE/EA in BEACON. We also performed a multivariate GWAS for correlated traits using the single trait GWAS summary statistics for GERD, BE and EA, as described previously (27).

Meta-analysis

Fixed-effects meta-analysis was performed in METAL (42) between the GWAS summary results of GERD in 23andMe cohort and GERD or combined BE/EA in the BEACON cohort. The presence of heterogeneity between the cohorts was investigated using the I² statistic, as implemented in METAL.

Pathway analysis

We used DEPICT (24) to perform pathway analysis for GERD, BE and EA. Further, we meta-analyzed the pathway association test statistics for GERD and BE, and GERD and EA using Fishers combined test.

Consortia

Members of BEACON consortium


Supplementary Material

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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